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Abstract— The combination of orthogonal frequency mod-
ulation (OFDM) and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
techniques plays an important role in modern communication
systems. In order to meet the growing throughput demands,
future MIMO-OFDM receivers are expected to utilize a massive
number of antennas, operate in dynamic environments, and
explore high frequency bands, while satisfying strict constraints
in terms of cost, power, and size. An emerging technology to
realize massive MIMO receivers of reduced cost and power
consumption is based on dynamic metasurface antennas (DMAs),
which inherently implement controllable compression in acqui-
sition. In this work we study the application of DMAs for
MIMO-OFDM receivers operating with bit-constrained analog-
to-digital converters (ADCs). We present a model for DMAs
which accounts for the configurable frequency selective profile of
its metamaterial elements, resulting in a spectrally flexible hybrid
structure. We then exploit previous results in task-based quan-
tization to show characterized the achievable OFDM recovery
accuracy for a given DMA configuration in the presence of bit-
constrained ADCs, and propose methods for adjusting the DMA
parameters based on channel state information. Our numerical
results demonstrate that by properly exploiting the spectral
diversity of DMAs, notable performance gains are obtained over
existing designs of conventional hybrid architectures, demonstrat-
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ing the potential of DMAs for realizing high performance massive
antenna arrays of reduced cost and power consumption.

Index Terms— Metasurface antennas, bit-constrained analog-
to-digital converter (ADC), multiple-input multiple-output-
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM).

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS networks are subject to constantly growing
throughput demands. To satisfy these requirements,

cellular base stations (BSs) are equipped with a large num-
ber of antennas while serving multiple remote users [1],
utilizing wideband orthogonal frequency division multiplex-
ing (OFDM) transmissions. Such multi-user (MU) multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) OFDM architectures are
capable of reliably providing increased data rates to the service
users [2].

In addition to their performance requirements, BSs are
expected to be cost efficient, operate under strict power
constraints. A major challenge associated with realizing such
MU-MIMO-OFDM systems stems from the increased cost
of analog-to-digital convertors (ADCs) [3], which allow the
analog signals observed by each antenna to be processed
in digital. The power usage of an ADC is related to the
signal bandwidth and the number of bits used for digital
representation [4]. Thus, when the number of antennas and
ADCs operating at wide bands is large, limiting the number
of quantization bits, is crucial to keep feasible cost and power
usage [5].

Focusing on uplink communications, quantization
constraints imply that the BS cannot process the channel
output directly but rather a discretized distorted representation
of it. The distortion induced by the continuous-to-discrete
quantization mapping degrades the ability to extract the
desired information, such as recovering the transmitted
signal, from the observed channel output. An attractive
strategy to mitigate the effect of quantization error is to
incorporate pre-quantization processing in analog resulting in
a hybrid architecture. Jointly designing the analog processing
along with the quantization rule and the digital mapping,
referred to as task-based quantization, was shown to facilitate
recovery of the underlying information in the digital domain
[6]–[9]. An advantage of such hybrid MIMO receivers,
originally proposed as a method to decrease the number
of radio frequency (RF) chains [10]–[12], is that they can
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be used to reduce the number of quantized samples, and
accordingly, the number of ADCs, compared to assigning an
ADC to each antenna [13]. Nonetheless, such designs require
an additional dedicated hardware for the pre-quantization
mapping [14], and the ability to adapt its parameters based
on the channel conditions is typically limited and dictated by
the analog components [10], [11].

An emerging receiver architecture which implements
adjustable analog combining in the hardware level is based on
dynamic metasurface antennas (DMAs) [15], [16], which con-
sist of a set of microstrips, each embedded with configurable
radiating metamaterial elements [17], [18]. Recent years have
witnessed a growing interest in the application of metasurfaces
as reflecting surfaces for wireless communications [19]–[27].
In such applications, a metasurface is placed in a physical
location where it can aid the BS by reflecting and steering the
transmitted waveforms, such that the reconfigurability of the
metasurface is exploited to improve coverage and propagation
conditions. An additional emerging application of metasur-
faces in wireless communications, which is the focus in the
current work, is to exploit their controllable radiation and
reception patterns as antennas, i.e., as active transmitting and
receiving devices rather than passive configurable reflectors,
as recently studied in [28]–[31]. Such antenna structures typi-
cally consume much less power and cost less than architectures
based on standard arrays [32], facilitating the implementation
of a large number of tunable elements in a given physical
area [33]. In the context of wireless communications, it is
shown in [28], [29] that the achievable rate when utilizing
DMAs without quantization constraints is comparable to using
ideal antenna arrays. The potential of DMAs for realizing
massive antenna arrays combined with the need to oper-
ate with low resolution quantization motivates the study of
bit-constrained DMA-based BSs, which is the focus of the
current work.

Here, we study uplink MU-MIMO-OFDM communications
in which a bit-constrained BS is equipped with a DMA.
We first extend the model formulated in [28], which was
built upon approximations of the DMA properties proposed
in [15] that hold for narrowband signals, to faithfully capture
the reconfigurable frequency selective nature of DMAs in
wideband setups, such as OFDM systems. Then, we show
how the extended DMA model can be incorporated into
the MU-MIMO-OFDM model, resulting in a form of hybrid
receiver. However, while conventional hybrid architectures
require a dedicated analog hardware whose mapping is typi-
cally frequency flat [10], [11], [14], DMAs implement a con-
trollable frequency selective profile as an inherent byproduct
of their structure. We use this model to formulate the following
problem: How can the dynamic properties of DMAs, i.e., their
configurable reception parameters, be exploited to facilitate
recovering transmitted OFDM signals using low resolution
ADCs?

Based on this formulation, we cast the problem as a
task-based quantization setup, in which the task is to
accurately recover the transmitted OFDM symbols. Using this
framework, we derive a scheme for jointly optimizing the

DMA weights along with the dynamic range of the ADCs
and the digital processing, under a given bit constraint. Our
proposed method consists of two algorithms. The first of
these two methods is based on the approximations of DMA
characteristics proposed in [15], which ignore the spectral flex-
ibility of the elements, tuning a frequency flat hybrid receiver
most suitable for narrowband signals; The latter makes usage
of the full frequency selective profile of the metamaterial
elements, and is thus preferable for wideband transmissions.
Both proposed algorithms exploit the unique structure of the
hybrid system which arises from the task-based quantization
framework, while building upon the dynamic nature of DMAs,
which allows to set their parameters in light of the channel
conditions. We also discuss how these task-based quantization
schemes can facilitate the design of common conventional
hybrid receivers, such as partially connected phase shifter
networks operating with low resolution ADCs [34].

The performance of the resulting receivers applying these
proposed algorithms, in terms of OFDM signal recovery
accuracy and uncoded bit error rate (BER), are evaluated in
a simulation study. Our numerical results demonstrate the
ability of bit-constrained DMAs to achieve notable perfor-
mance gains over conventional hybrid architectures designed
using previously proposed methods. These performance gains,
which arise from the combination of task-based quantization
tools and the spectral flexibility of DMAs, add to their
practical benefits over conventional hybrid structures, which
follow from the fact that DMAs do not require additional
dedicated hardware for implementing their analog processing.
Our numerical results also demonstrate that the proposed
algorithms can be utilized to design conventional phase shifter
based hybrid architectures of improved performance compared
to previous methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the mathematical model of DMA-based receivers in
bit-constrained MIMO-OFDM systems, introducing the for-
mulation of the configurable frequency selectivity of the meta-
material elements and how it is incorporated in the considered
communication setup. Section III details the proposed DMA
configuration methods, while Section IV discusses the proper-
ties, advantages, and challenges which arise from the proposed
receiver architecture. Numerical examples are presented in
Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper. Proofs of
the results stated in the paper are detailed in the appendix.

Throughout the paper, we use boldface lower-case letters
for vectors, e.g., x; boldface upper-case letters for matrices,
e.g., M ; and calligraphic letters are used for sets, e.g., C and
Z are the set of complex numbers and integers, respectively.
For a vector, e.g., x, (x)i denotes the i-th entry of it. For a
matrix, e.g., M, (M)i,: and (M):,j denote the i-th row and
j-th column of it, respectively. The �2 norm, Frobenius norm,
Kronecker product, Hadamard product, transpose, Hermitian
transpose, conjugate, and trace are denoted by � · �, � · �F ,
⊗, �, (·)T , (·)H , (·)∗, and tr[·], respectively. We use In

and On for the n × n identity matrix and all-zero matrix,
respectively. Finally, blkdiag(A1, . . . ,An) is a block diagonal
matrix comprised of A1, . . . ,An.
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II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we present the mathematical model for
bit-constrained DMA-based uplink MU-MIMO-OFDM sys-
tems. We begin with modelling the DMA operation in
Subsection II-A, which extends the one proposed in [28] to
fully capture the frequency selective characteristics of meta-
surface antennas. Then, in Subsection II-B, we formulate the
input-output relationship of bit-constrained DMA-based uplink
MU-MIMO-OFDM systems.

A. Dynamic Metasurface Antennas

Metamaterials are a class of artificial materials whose
physical properties, such as their permittivity and permeability,
can be externally configured to achieve some desired elec-
tromagnetic properties [35]. Metamaterial elements stacked
in surface configurations are referred to as metasurfaces.
These two-dimensional structures can be tuned element-
wisely, allowing the metasurface to carry out desired opera-
tions, such as radiation, reflection, beamforming, and reception
of propagating waves [36]. In particular, metasurfaces can be
utilized as antennas by incorporating such surfaces on top of a
guiding structure. A simple and common metasurface antenna
architecture is comprised of a set of microstrips, each con-
sisting of a multitude of sub-wavelength, frequency-dependent
resonant metamaterial radiating elements [37], whose radiation
properties are dynamically adjustable. A larger antenna array
can be thus formed by increasing the number of microstrips,
or alternatively, by tiling several such metasurface antennas
together.

When used as a receive antenna array, the signals observed
by the elements are combined at a single output port for each
microstrip, feeding an RF chain and an ADC with Nyquist rate
sampling. An illustration of signals captured using a single
microstrip is depicted in Fig. 1. The relationship between the
observed signals and the microstrip output is dictated by the
following properties:
P1 Each element acts as resonant circuit, whose frequency

response is described by the Lorentzian form [15], [16]:

q(f) =
F · f2

(fR)2 − f2 − jκf
, (1)

where F > 0 is the oscillator strength, fR > 0 is the
resonance frequency, and κ � fR

2χ > 0 is the damping
factor with χ being the quality factor. In DMAs, these
parameters can be tuned by external control for each
element individually [17].

P2 Since the output port is located on the edge of the
microstrip while the elements are uniformly placed along
it, each signal which propagates from an element to that
port undergoes a different path, and thus accumulates
a different delay, depending on the element location.
Let β be the wavenumber along the microstrip and ρl

characterize the relative location of the lth element, which
is proportional to the distance between the output port
and the lth element. The propagation of the received
signal on the l-th element inside the microstrip can be
modeled as a filter whose frequency response consists of

Fig. 1. Illustration of signal reception using a microstrip.

an attenuation term dictated by the waveguide character-
istic impedance, and a phase shift term typically given
by e−jβρl .

The frequency response of the metamaterial elements in P1
is often approximated in the literature to be frequency flat,
i.e., q(f) ≡ q for each considered f . This approximation,
which facilitates the configuration of the DMA elements,
holds for narrowband signalling. Under this approximation,
the ability to externally control the response of each element
is typically modeled as setting q ∈ [amin, amax] for some
0 < amin < amax, referred to as amplitude-only weights [15,
Sec. III-A], or alternatively, q ∈ { j+ejφ

2 |φ ∈ [0, 2π]}, referred
to as Lorentzian-constrained phase weights [15, Sec. III-D].
Our previous work [28] used this frequency invariance
assumption to analyze the achievable rate of uplink DMA-
based MIMO systems. However, as the current work con-
siders wideband OFDM signals, we further consider DMA
configuration based on the general frequency selective model
in (1), rather than its simplified narrowband approximation.
In this model, one can control the resonance frequency fR,
the damping factor κ, and the oscillator strength F individually
for each element, allowing each of the DMA elements to
exhibit a variety of different frequency selective profiles,
as well as frequency flat ones.

As an example, we depict in Figs. 2-3 the frequency
response of a single element with magnitude normalized to
unity at resonance, i.e., q(f)

q(fR) , in which the quality factor
χ = fR/2κ is fixed to 50. The frequency response is evaluated
for several different resonance frequencies fR, focusing on
the frequency band around 1.9 GHz. We note in Figs. 2-3
that each element approximates a bandpass filter, by setting
its resonance frequency to be within the observed bandwidth,
or alternatively, a filter with a frequency monotonic and even
a frequency flat profile, when fR is outside of the band of
interest. In the sequel we show that this frequency selectivity
can be exploited to facilitate OFDM signal recovery in the
presence of quantized measurements.

Processing of the DMA output is carried out in digital
baseband. Therefore, we next formulate the resulting model
in discrete-time. Consider a DMA with N � Nd · Ne tunable
metamaterial elements, where Nd and Ne are the number of
microstrips and elements in each microstrip, respectively. Let
yi,l[t] denote the equivalent baseband signal received from the
wireless channel on metamaterial element l of microstrip i at
time slot t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1} � M, where M is the trans-
mission block size, and let yi,l(ρ) be its discrete-time Fourier
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Fig. 2. Element response magnitude vs. frequency.

Fig. 3. Element response phase vs. frequency.

transform (DTFT). The frequency domain representation of
the ith microstrip output zi(ρ) can be written as

zi(ρ) =
Ne∑
l=1

hi,l(ρ)qi,l(ρ)yi,l(ρ), (2)

where hi,l(ρ) characterizes the effect of the signal propagation
inside the microstrip P2, while qi,l(ρ) denotes the tunable
weight of the lth element of the ith microstrip. Based on prop-
erty P1, this frequency dependent profile, which represents the
DTFT equivalent of (1), is given by

qi,l(ρ) =
Fi,lΩ2(ρ)

(ΩR
i,l)2 − Ω2(ρ) − jΩ(ρ)κi,l

. (3)

In the above equation, Fi,l, ΩR
i,l, and κi,l are the configurable

oscillator strength, angular resonance frequency, and damping
factor of the lth element of microstrip i, respectively, where
κi,l is tuned equivalently via the configuration of the quality
factor χi,l. Let Ω(ρ) denote the analogous angular frequency
corresponding to the continuous-time frequency ρ, i.e., how
the bandwidth of interest in continuous-time is mapped into
angular frequencies of the DTFT of the sampled signal. This
mapping is dictated by the carrier frequency fc and the
sampling rate fs, and can be written as Ω(ρ) = 2πfc + ρfs

for |ρ| < π. An illustration of the system is given in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Illustration of signal reception and propagation in DMA.

Next, we express the DMA model in (2) compactly in
vector form. To that aim, we define a set of N × N diagonal
matrices H(ρ) whose [(i − 1) Ne + l]th diagonal element is
hi,l(ρ). We also define y(ρ) ∈ CN as the vector comprised
of the frequency domain received signal of the complete array
such that its [(i − 1)Ne + l]th element is yi,l(ρ). Using these
definitions and letting z(ρ) ∈ CNd be the DTFT of the
DMA output, where (z(ρ))i = zi(ρ), the frequency domain
formulation of the DMA operation can be formulated as

z(ρ) = Q(ρ)H(ρ)y(ρ), (4)

where the matrix Q(ρ) ∈ CNd×N collects tunable weights of
all DMA elements. For each l ∈ {1, 2, · · ·Ne} � Ne, i, k ∈
{1, 2, · · ·Nd} � Nd, the entries of Q(ρ) are

(Q(ρ))k,(i−1)Ne+l =
{

qi,l(ρ) ∈ W i = k,
0 i �= k.

(5)

where W is the set of all possible values for the coefficients
qi,l(ρ). Throughout this paper, we denote WDMA as the set
of matrices satisfying the above constraints. By its definition,
QH(ρ) is block diagonal with diagonal blocks being vec-
tors denoted by qi(ρ) = [qi,1(ρ), qi,2(ρ), · · · , qi,Ne(ρ)]H ∈
CNe×1 for i ∈ Nd. The expression (4) is then utilized
to formulate bit-constrained DMA-based MU-MIMO-OFDM
systems, as detailed in the next subsection.

B. Received Signal Model and Problem Formulation

In this paper, we consider the uplink scenario of a single-cell
MU-MIMO-OFDM system. Here, the BS is equipped with a
DMA consisting of Nd microstrips with a total of N = Ne ·Nd

metamaterial elements, and serves K single-antenna users.
The users simultaneously transmit OFDM symbols with M
subcarriers each. Due to power or memory constraints, the BS
processes coarsely quantized samples of the DMA output
obtained using ADCs, modeled as identical uniform scalar
quantizers with resolution b. In particular, we focus on the
recovery of the transmitted OFDM symbols in a hybrid manner
by jointly configuring the DMA weights along with a digital
linear filter applied to the ADCs outputs.

We consider a frequency-selective wireless channel, which
follows a tapped delay line model with LG taps, represented
by a set of N × K matrices {G[τ ]}LG−1

τ=0 . Let s[t] ∈ CK×1

be the OFDM symbols transmitted by each user at the t-th
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Fig. 5. Illustration of signal processing procedure. While the propagation inside the waveguide (H̄) takes place after the signals are captured by the
element (Q̄), it can be treated as part of the equivalent channel. The configurable receiver parameters are the digital filter A, the DMA weights Q̄, and the
ADC support γ.

time slot, assumed to be i.i.d. and with covariance matrix IK .
We denote the DTFT of {G[τ ]}LG−1

τ=0 and {s[t]}M−1
t=0 as G(ρ)

and s(ρ), respectively. Then, the DTFT representation of the
channel output vector y(ρ) is expressed as

y(ρ) = G(ρ)s(ρ) + w(ρ), (6)

where w(ρ) ∈ CN×1 is the DTFT of the additive noise
vectors {w[t]}M−1

t=0 , which are independent of s[t] and fol-
low a zero-mean proper-complex Gaussian distribution with
covariance CW . Since the elements in every microstrip are
commonly sub-wavelength spaced, they are typically spatially
correlated, and thus CW is not restricted to be diagonal. The
combined effect of the wireless channel and the propagation
inside the microstrips in the frequency domain can be rep-
resented by the equivalent channel Ĝ(ρ) = H(ρ)G(ρ) ∈
CN×K .

We assume the cyclic prefix (CP) length is larger than the
memory length of the equivalent channel Ĝ(ρ). Thus, the fre-
quency response of all considered signals is fully captured
by its M -point discrete Fourier transform (DFT), i.e., the
DTFT in angular frequencies {ρm � 2πm

M }m∈M. For brevity,
we henceforth define qm,i � qi(ρm), Ĝm � Ĝ(ρm), and
similarly define Qm ∈ CNd×N , Hm ∈ CN×N , zm ∈ CNd×1,
sm ∈ CK×1 and wm ∈ CN×1. Using these notations and
substituting (4) into (6) for all M subchannels, the input-
output relationship of an OFDM block after cyclic prefix (CP)
removal in the frequency domain can be written in matrix
form via

Z̄ = Q̄ḠS̄ + Q̄H̄W̄, (7)

where Z̄ � [zT
0 , zT

1 , · · · , zT
M−1]

T , S̄ � [sT
0 , sT

1 , · · · , sT
M−1]

T ,
and W̄ � [wT

0 ,wT
1 , · · · ,wT

M−1]
T denote the vertically

concatenated vectors of the DMA output, transmitted
signal and additive noise observed on each subchannel,
respectively; Q̄ � blkdiag (Q0,Q1, · · · ,QM−1),
Ḡ � blkdiag

(
Ĝ0, Ĝ1, · · · , ĜM−1

)
and H̄ �

blkdiag (H0,H1, · · · ,HM−1) denote the block diagonal
formulation of DMA weights, equivalent channel and DMA
propagation characterization on each subchannel, respectively.
The expression (7) models the DMA output, which is fed to
the ADCs, in the frequency domain. Since the ADC operation
is formulated in the time domain, we transform Z̄ into the
time domain by multiplying it with V1 �

(
FH

M ⊗ INd

)
,

where FM is the M×M normalized DFT matrix. By defining

V2 � (FM ⊗ IK), S = [s[0]T , s[1]T , · · · , s[M − 1]T ]T , and
Z = [z[0]T , z[1]T , · · · , z[M − 1]T ]T , the resulting input of
ADC is

Z =
(
FH

M ⊗ INd

)
Z̄ = V1Q̄ḠV2S + V1Q̄H̄W̄. (8)

The ADC inputs {z[t]}M−1
t=0 are quantized using Nd iden-

tical pairs of ADCs which discretize the real and imaginary
parts of each analog input sample independently. We denote
complex-valued quantizer by QC(x + jy) = Q(x) + jQ(y),
where Q(·) is the uniform real-valued quantization operator:

Q(x) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
−γ + 2γ

b

(
l + 1

2

) x−l · 2γ
b + γ ∈ [

0, 2γ
b

]
,

l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , b − 1},
sign (x)

(
γ − γ

b

) |x| > γ,

(9)

where γ is the dynamic range of the quantizer and b denotes
its resolution, namely, the total number of output levels.
The recovered symbols are obtained by linearly processing
the quantized DMA outputs. Denoting A ∈ CMK×MNd as the
digital linear processing matrix, then the resulting estimate of
S is expressed as

Ŝ = AQC (Z) . (10)

An illustration of the overall system is depicted in Fig. 5.
It is noted that resulting formulation models the processing
of the received signal as a bit-constrained hybrid system
with frequency selective analog combining, represented by the
weights Q̄. As such, the system in Fig. 5 specializes a broad
range of conventional hybrid receiver architectures, in which
the analog processing is frequency flat, e.g., [10], [11].
For example, this model specializes bit-constrained hybrid
receivers with partially-connected phase shifter networks,
as considered in [34], by fixing H(ρ) to be the identity
matrix, i.e., canceling the effect of the propagation inside the
microstrips P2, while restricting the elements qi,l(ρ) of Q̄
to be independent of ρ and have a unit magnitude, namely,
qi,l(ρ) ≡ ejφi,l for some φi,l ∈ [0, 2π) for all (i, l) ∈ Nd×Ne.
Nonetheless, unlike conventional architectures, the control-
lable frequency selective profile of the metamaterial elements
also allows to realize different analog combining in each
frequency bin in a coupled manner dictated by the Lorentzian
response illustrated in Figs. 2-3.

Problem Formulation - Our aim is to jointly design the
DMA weights Q̄, the digital linear filter A, and the ADC
dynamic range γ to minimize the mean-squared error (MSE)
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E{�S − Ŝ�2}, namely to produce an accurate estimate of S.
The estimator Ŝ can be then used for the hard or soft decision
of each transmitted symbol, taking values in some discrete
constellation. The joint design problem at hand is challenging
due to its two unique characteristics. These are the non-linear
nature of the mapping induced by low-resolution ADCs, and
the non-conventional feasible set of analog processing using
DMAs. As discussed above, the analog processing of DMAs
is notably different from analog precoders commonly studied
in the literature, based on phase shifters and adders [10]–[12].
Furthermore, the resulting problem is fundamentally different
from traditional digital-only designs, which operate only in
the digital domain without including pre-quantization analog
mapping [38]–[40]. In the following we tackle these challenges
by utilizing the task-based quantization framework [6], which
studies the design of hybrid analog/digital architectures for
recovering information embedded in multivariate analog mea-
surements. This strategy is known to allow achieving improved
performance over digital-only designs by exploiting the joint
analog/digital architecture to facilitate accurate recovery of
the desired information under bit constraints [9]. However,
existing task-based quantization results assume arbitrary lin-
ear analog processing. Our study thus involves introducing
dedicated optimization techniques for handling the constraints
representing the physical properties of DMAs, as detailed in
the following.

III. DMA-BASED RECEIVER DESIGN

In this section, we propose a receiver design in light of the
signal recovery MSE minimization. The primary problem of
joint configuration of the DMA weights Q̄ and the digital
linear filter A aiming to minimize MSE of the estimate
(10) is basically intractable. The main challenge is that the
non-linearity of low-resolution ADCs and the constraints on
the structure and value of the DMA weight matrices pre-
vents explicitly characterizing the minimal achievable MSE.
To tackle this difficulty, we first characterize the non-linearity
induced by the ADCs based on the principle of task-based qua-
tization [6], [9] in Subsection III-A, and accordingly character-
ize the achievable OFDM recovery accuracy for given DMA
configuration. Using the resulting formulation, we formulate
the joint design of the DMA weights and the digital filter into
a tractable optimization problem. Then, in Subsection III-B we
translate the problem into a quadratic form using the matrix
quadratic transform, eliminating the constraints imposed by
the DMA structure for tractability. Finally, we propose an
alternating algorithm for configuring DMAs under differ-
ent types of feasible constraints on their weight matrix in
Subsection III-C.

A. Task-Based Quantization Formulation

The goal of the bit-constrained receiver is to linearly process
and discretize the wireless channel output for the task of
recovering the transmitted OFDM symbols. The formulations
of the DMA output in (8) and the estimated symbols in (10)
indicate that the DMA induces a configurable pre-quantization
mapping, represented by the matrix V1Q̄, while the filter

A corresponds to the digital post-quantization processing.
Therefore, the joint design of the DMA weights and digi-
tal filter can be treated as a task-based quantization setup,
in which a hybrid receiver comprised of analog and digital
processing are jointly optimized to facilitate the recovery
of a desired vector. This formulation enables characterizing
the achievable OFDM recovery accuracy for a given DMA
configuration, and further facilitates the joint optimization of
the quantization rule along with its pre and post quantization
mappings [6]–[9], [13].

Following this framework, we assume the scalar quantiz-
ers (9) satisfy the statistical properties of dithered quantiza-
tion [41], for which the quantizer output can be represented as
the quantizer input corrupted by an additive zero-mean white
noise uncorrelated with the quantizer input. This favorable
property is approximately satisfied in uniform quantization
without dithering for a broad range of input distributions [42].
In addition, the uniform quantizer is designed to guarantee
that the ADCs are not overloaded, namely, the magnitudes
of the real and imaginary parts of Z are not larger than the
dynamic range γ, with sufficiently large probability. Accord-
ingly, we set γ to be some multiple η > 0 of the maximal
standard deviation of the ADC inputs, which is mathematically
expressed as γ2 = η2 maxt∈M maxi∈Nd

E{|(z[t])i|2}, such
that the overload probability is bounded via Chebyshev’s
inequality [43, Pg. 64]. For the considered received signal
model detailed in Section II, the resulting expression for γ is
given in the following lemma:

Lemma 1: Let Ei � (IN ):,(i−1)·Ne+1:i·Ne
be a matrix rep-

resenting the placement of the nonzero elements into
(
QH

m

)
:,i

,

and define Υm � ĜmĜH
m+HmCWHH

m as the covariance of
the equivalent channel output at frequency bin m ∈ M. Then,
for the received OFDM signal model in (8), the dynamic range
γ is set as

γ2 = η2 max
i∈Nd

1
M

∑
m∈M

qH
m,iE

H
i ΥmEiqm,i, (11)

Proof: See Appendix A. �
When the quantizers are not overloaded, i.e., for each

l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , MNd} it holds that Pr
(|(z[t])l| > γ

) ≈ 0,
the additive quantization noise has zero-mean entries with
variance σ2

q � 4γ2

3b2 [41, Theorem 2]. Furthermore, for any
estimate Ŝ, it follows from the orthogonality principle that
the MSE E{�S− Ŝ�2} equals the error of the linear minimal
MSE (LMMSE) estimate of S from Ȳ � ḠV2S + H̄W̄
(denoted by S̃), namely eo � E{�S−S̃�2}, plus the distortion
of Ŝ with respect to S̃, namely E{�Ŝ− S̃�2}. Consequently,
for a given Q̄, the optimal digital filter and the resulting MSE
derived for an asymptotically large number of subcarriers M is
stated in the following lemma:

Lemma 2: The MSE minimizing digital filter A under a
fixed DMA configuration Q̄ and ADC support γ is given by

A∗(Q̄)=VH
2 ḠHQ̄H

(
σ2

qIMNd
+Q̄ῩQ̄H

)−1
VH

1 , (12)

where Ῡ � blkdiag
(
Υ0,Υ1, . . . ,ΥM

)
. The corresponding

MSE is given by EMSE(Q̄)+eo, where the excess MSE, which
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corresponds to E{�Ŝ− S̃�2}, is given by

EMSE(Q̄) =
∑

m∈M
tr

{
ĜH

mΥ−1
m Ĝm

−ĜH
mQH

m

(
σ2

qINd
+QmΥmQH

m

)−1
QmĜm

}
.

(13)
Proof: See Appendix B. �

The requirement of M to be asymptotically large, which
implies the entries of S approach being Gaussian in light
of the central limit theorem, is necessary to guarantee that
the linear minimal MSE (LMMSE) estimate of S from the
channel output Ȳ is MSE optimal. For a finite M , the lemma
also rigorously holds when the entries of S obey a jointly
Gaussian distribution, i.e., the transmitters utilize Gaussian
symbols, as commonly assumed in massive MIMO studies
[1], [44], [45]. The minimization excess MSE in (13) is used
in the sequel as the objective for setting the DMA weights.

Lemma 2 reveals the formation of the digital filter and
characterizes the achievable MSE of the OFDM symbol
recovery for a given DMA weight configuration Q̄. Once
the DMA weight matrix Q̄ is determined, the digital fil-
ter and ADC dynamic range can be configured by (12)
and (11), respectively. Specifically, the formation of dig-
ital filter A∗(Q̄) in (12) implies that the processing in
the digital domain is performed by first transforming the
output of the low resolution ADCs, QC (Z), into the fre-
quency domain, and subsequently implementing the linear
filter ĜH

mQH
m

(
σ2

qINd
+ QmΥmQH

m

)−1
at each frequency bin

m ∈ M. The key step in configuring the DMA based on
Lemma 2 is to minimize EMSE(Q̄) over the feasible set
of Q̄. However, the constraints on the structure of Q̄ and
on the feasible values of its nonzero entries, as well as the
complicated nonconvex expression of the objective function
(13), render the optimization problem a challenging task. This
challenge motives further translation of the objective function
and manipulation to the structure constraint on Q̄ using the
matrix quadratic transformation [46].

B. Matrix Quadratic Transformation

Here, we translate the objective function (13) into to an
equivalent solvable form using the matrix quadratic trans-
formation. We start by examining the characteristics of
the expression (13), which takes the form of the sum-
of-functions-of-matrix-ratio problem. Specifically, the matrix
ĜH

mQH
m

(
σ2

qINd
+ QmΥmQH

m

)−1
QmĜm can be treated as

the ratio between the numerator matrix QmĜmĜH
mQH

m and
the denominator matrix σ2

qINd
+ QmΥmQH

m, and tr(·) is a
non-decreasing matrix function in the sense that tr(R1) ≥
tr(R2) if R1 − R2 is positive semidefinite. The matrix
quadratic transform [46, Theorem 1] allows casting the matrix
ratio form (13) into a matrix quadratic form, as stated in the
following proposition:

Proposition 1: The minimization of (13) is equivalent to

max
{Qm}∈WDMA,

{Φm}∈CNd×K

∑
m∈M

tr
{

2

(
ĜH

mQH
mΦm

)

−ΦH
m

(
σ2

qINd
+ QmΥmQH

m

)
Φm

}
, (14)

where {Φm} ∈ CNd×K are auxiliary matrices introduced for
the matrix ratio term corresponding to frequency bin m.

Proof: The first term in (13) is a constant with respect to
{Qm}m∈M and thus minimizing (13) is equivalent to

max
{Qm}∈WDMA

∑
m∈M

tr
{
ĜH

mQH
m

(
σ2

qINd
+QmΥmQH

m

)−1
QmĜm

}
.

(15)

For a given {Qm}m∈M, the optimal Φm maximizing (14) can
be derived as

Φm =
(
σ2

qINd
+ QmΥmQH

m

)−1
QmĜm. (16)

Substituting (16) back to (14) leads to (15), which establishes
the equivalence. �

The above proposition decouples the sum-of-functions-of-
matrix-ratio problem in (13) into a more tractable problem
as the first term in (14) is an affine function and the second
term in (14) is a quadratic function of the matrix Qm. In this
case, the equivalent problem (14) of tunnig the DMA weights
for a fixed Φm can be tackled using quadratic programming.
Unfortunately, the structure constraints on Qm induced by
the feasible set of DMA weights, and particularly, the fact
that some of its entries are restricted to zero, prevents direct
application of quadratic programming solvers. Next, in an
effort to eliminate the structure constraint of Qm, we trans-
form (14) into a quadratic problem with respect to a vector
concatenating the non-zero entries of QH

m, as stated in the
following proposition:

Proposition 2: The problem (14) can be reformulated as an
optimization with respect to the stacking vector of non-zero
elements of {QH

m}, i.e., q̄m = [qT
m,1,q

T
m,2, · · · ,qT

m,Nd
]T ,

as follows

max
{q̄∗

m}∈WN×1

∑
m∈M

2

{

K∑
k=1

(
φT

m,k ⊗ ĝH
m,k

)
Ēq̄m

}

− q̄H
mĒH

(
Φ∗

mΦT
m ⊗ Υm

)
Ēq̄m, (17)

where Ē � blkdiag(E1,E2, · · · ,ENd
), φm,k and ĝm,k

denote the kth column of the matrices Φm and Ĝm,
respectively.

Proof: See Appendix C. �
The equivalent representation in (17) optimizes only the

non-zero entries of Qm. The remaining task is to solve
the quadratic problem (17) considering the particular value
constraints imposed on each of the entries of q̄m, which are
encapsulated in the feasible set W . In the next subsection,
we propose iterative DMA weight configuration procedures
which accounts for different types of feasible set W , based on
matrix fractional programming (MFP) [46].

C. MFP-Based DMA Configuration

Applying MFP, we propose updating {Φm}m∈M,
{Qm}m∈M and γ2 in an alternating fashion, setting
each quantity in light of (14) while fixing the remaining
ones. The setting of {Φm}m∈M for fixed {Qm}m∈M
and γ2, and the setting of γ2 for fixed {Φm,Qm}m∈M
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are given by (16) and (11), respectively. Thus, in the
following, we elaborate on solving the problem (17) with
respect to q̄m with fixed Φm and γ2, while considering
different types of value constraints on q̄m. For notational

conciseness, we define ξm �
(∑K

k=1

(
φT

m,k ⊗ ĝH
m,k

)
Ē

)H

and Ψm � ĒH
(
Φ∗

mΦT
m ⊗ Υm

)
Ē.

The strategy for recovering the weights depends on the
feasible set WDMA. As detailed in Subsection II-A, two main
models are considered for the DMA weights: a frequency-flat
approximation which is accurate for narrowband signals,
where the weights obey a relatively simple amplitude-only and
Lorentzian-constrained phase form; and a frequency-selective
model, accounting for the full frequency response of the
metamateiral elements via the Lorentizian form (3). There-
fore, in the following we divide our discussion into the
configurations of frequency-flat elements (amplitude-only and
Lorentzian-constrained weights) and frequency selective ones,
presenting their corresponding alternating schemes.

1) Frequency-Flat Weights Design: In particular scenar-
ios, such as low quality factor or narrowband transmissions,
the frequency response of meatamterial elements are approxi-
mated as frequency flat [17]. This model is based on a narrow-
band signalling approximation for the frequency response (1),
which also holds when the resonance frequency is far from
the band of interest. In such cases, each element exhibits the
same frequency response, which takes values in the set W ,
for all considered frequency bins. Therefore, in this part,
we remove frequency index ’m’ from the weights, denoting
q̄1 = · · · = q̄M � q̄. In addition, we define ξ �

∑
m∈M ξm

and Ψ �
∑

m∈M Ψm. With the above notations, the general
problem (17) can be simplified as

max
{q̄∗}∈WN×1

2

(
ξH q̄

)
− q̄HΨq̄. (18)

For amplitude-only weights, all entries of q̄ have real
values within the interval [amin, amax], then problem (18) is
equivalent to

max
q̄∈[amin,amax]N×1

2

(
ξH

)
q̄ − q̄T Ψq̄, (19)

which yields a maximization of a concave function with linear
constraints, i.e., it can be solved using conventional convex
optimization methods.

For Lorentzian-constrained weights, q̄ takes the form q̄ =
1
2 (−jeN + p), where each entry of p is unit modulus,
i.e., �(p)∗i (p)i�2 = 1, and eN denotes the N -dimensional
all-one vector. Substituting this form into (18) yields the
following constrained quadratic problem

max
p


{
(2ξ + jΨeN )Hp

} − 1
2p

HΨp, (20a)

s.t. �(p)∗i (p)i�2 = 1 for i = 1, 2, · · · , N. (20b)

Different from (19), this problem is non-convex due to
the quadratic equality constraint (20b), which motivates us
to derive a convex relaxation. A commonly used strat-
egy is based on expressing (19) in terms of a positive
semidefinite matrix. To this end, we define the following

(N + 1)× (N + 1) symmetric matrix T and rank-one matrix
P as follows:

T =
1
2

[ −Ψ 2ξ + jΨeN

(2ξ + jΨeN)H 0

]
,

P =
[
p
1

] [
pH 1

]
. (21)

Then we reformulate the problem (20) with respect to the
positive semidefinite matrix P. The objective function (20a)
can be rewritten as [pH 1] ·T · [pH 1]H = tr(TP) by making
use of the matrix formula tr(ABC) = tr(BCA). Similarly,
the constraint (20b) can be rewritten as tr(EiiP) = 1, where
Eii denotes a diagonal matrix with the i-th diagonal entry
being one while others being zero. Unfortunately, the rank-
one constraint on P is nonconvex. Nevertheless, semidefinite
relaxation (SDR) can be applied to relax the reformulated
problem by omitting the rank-one constraint, which results
in the following SDR version:

max
P

tr(TP),

s.t. tr(EiiP) = 1 for i = 1, · · · , N, P ∈ S(N+1)×(N+1),

(22)

where S denotes the set of (N + 1) × (N + 1) positive
semidefinite matrices. This problem is convex, which can
be solved efficiently using well-developed techniques, such
as interior point method. After solving (22), we need to
extract a unit-modulus vector p from the solution matrix P.
One can obtain this vector via rank-one approximation to
the matrix P. Specifically, we first take the product of the
maximum eigenvalue of P and its corresponding eigenvector,
which yields pappro, then normalize the first N entries of
pappro such that the unit-modulus constraint (20b) holds, using
the resultant vector to tune the Lorentizan-constrained phase
weights.

In the above, we specialize the general form (17) into
the solvable (19) and (22) for amplitude-only weights
and Lorentzian-constrained weights, respectively. Finally we
summarize the overall DMA configuration procedure in
Algorithm 1. After random initialization of Q, we successively
update the auxiliary matrices {Φm}m∈M, DMA weights
matrix Q, and the ADC dynamic range γ, in an alternating
manner over a predefined number of iterations itermax.

2) Frequency-Selective Weights Design: While Algo-
rithm 1 provides an effective approach to configure fre-
quency flat DMA weights, it does not fully exploit the
configurable frequency selective profile of the metama-
terial elements. Following the frequency selective profile
(3), and defining Ωm � Ω(ρm), we write q̄m =
f � (

q∼F
m

)∗
, where f � [F1, · · · , FN ]T , and q∼F

m �
[q∼F

m,1(Ω
R
1 , χ1), q∼F

m,2(Ω
R
2 , · · · , q∼F

m,N(ΩR
N , χN)]T , in which

q∼F
m,p(Ω

R
p , χp) � Ω2

m

(ΩR
p )2 − Ω2

m − j
ΩmΩR

p

χp

.

Note that the order of the entries of the vectors f and q∼F
m

represents the stacking of the elements in the vector q̄m,
i.e., the p-th entry is associated with the microstrip index i
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Algorithm 1 MFP-Based Frequency-Flat Weight setting
Input: Covariance matrices Υm and equivalent channel

matrices Ĝm for m ∈ M.
Init: DMA weight Q in the feasible and compute the

corresponding γ2 using (11).
1 for iter = 1, 2, . . . , itermax do
2 Compute the auxiliary matrix Φm using (16) for each

m ∈ M;
3 Solve the problem (19) for amplitude-only weights,

or (22) for Lorentzian-constrained weights, to obtain
Q = blkdiag(qH

1 ,qH
2 , · · · ,qH

Nd
);

4 Set dynamic range γ2 using (11) while setting

σ2
q = 4γ2

3b2 ;
5 end

Output: DMA weights Q and ADC dynamic range γ2.

and the element index l in (3) via p = Nd(i − 1) + l.
Substituting the above formation of q̄m into (17) yields a
complex optimization problem due to the non-convex structure
of the objective function, being the sum of a quadratic function
and the cross-products of several fractional terms. To tackle
this challenging problem, we propose to update f as well as
ΩR

p and χp corresponding to each element of q∼F
m separately

in an alternating manner.
When q∼F

m is fixed, the optimization over f is a quadratic
problem with linear constraints:

max
f

2

{ ∑

m∈M
ξmdiag

((
q∼F

m

)∗)}
f

−fT

{ ∑
m∈M

diag
(
q∼F

m

)
Ψmdiag

((
q∼F

m

)∗)}
f , (23)

which is convex and optimally solvable. However, when f is
fixed, the optimization for each ΩR

p and χp is analytically
intractable. We thus propose a heuristic approach for the
configuration of each ΩR

p and χp. As numerically demon-
strated in Section V, it leads to performance gains compared
with frequency flat weights due to its ability to exploit the
dynamic frequency selectivity of the DMA elements. Here,
we sequentially design ΩR

p and χp corresponding to each
element of q∼F

m by searching over discrete grids, denoted by F
and X , respectively, which represent a broad range of typical
frequency selective profiles. Specifically, for updating ΩR

p and
χp associated with the p-th element of q∼F

m , we conditionally
maximize the objective function in (17) while keeping the
remaining elements of q∼F

m fixed. Accordingly, we define

q∼F
m,∼p(Ω

R, χ)

� [q∼F
m,1(Ω

R
1 , χ1), · · · , q∼F

m,p−1(Ω
R
p−1, χp−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

fixed

,

q∼F
m,p(Ω

R, χ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
to be updated

, q∼F
m,p+1(Ω

R
p+1, χp+1), · · · , q∼F

m,N (ΩR
N , χN )︸ ︷︷ ︸

fixed

]T .

Algorithm 2 Frequency-Selective Weights setting
Input: Covariance matrices Υm and equivalent channel

matrices Ĝm for m ∈ M.
Init: DMA weight {Qm}m∈M in the feasible and

compute the corresponding γ2 using (11).
1 for iter = 1, 2, . . . , itermax do
2 Compute the auxiliary matrix Φm using (16) for each

m ∈ M;
3 for p = 1, 2, . . . , N do
4 Set resonance frequency ΩR

p and damping factor
χp by solving the problem (24);

5 end
6 Set oscillator strength of each element f by solving

the problem (23);
7 Obtain q̄m = f � (

q∼F
m

)∗
and rearrange {q̄m}m∈M

into {Qm}m∈M;
8 Set dynamic range γ2 using (11) and parameter

σ2
q = 4γ2

3b2 ;
9 end

Output: DMA weight {Qm}m∈M and ADC dynamic
range γ2.

Denoting Ψ�
m � diag(f)Ψmdiag(f), we express the

sub-problem for configuring ΩR
p and χp for fixed f as

max
ΩR∈F , χ∈X

2

{ ∑

m∈M
ξmdiag(f)

(
q∼F

m,∼p(Ω
R, χ)

)∗}

−
{ ∑

m∈M

(
q∼F

m,∼p(Ω
R, χ)

)T
Ψ�

m

(
q∼F

m,∼p(Ω
R, χ)

)∗}
. (24)

Finally, we summarize the alternating approach in
Algorithm 2. After random initialization of {Qm}m∈M,
we successively update the auxiliary matrices {Φm}m∈M,
the resonance frequency and the quality factor of each DMA
element, the oscillator strength of each element and the ADC
dynamic range γ in an alternating manner until a predefined
maximum iteration number itermax is satisfied. Note that the
gridded nature of the search set {F ,X} implies that the
proposed algorithm is not guaranteed to recover the MSE-
minimizing configuration. Nonetheless, it allows exploiting
the configurable frequency selective profile of DMAs in light
of the signal recovery objective while accounting for the bit
constraints imposed on the receiver.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the proposed DMA-based
receiver. In particular, we elaborate on its difference from
conventional hybrid architectures in Subsection IV-A, present
complexity analysis in Subsection IV-B, and discuss its asso-
ciated possible extensions in Subsection IV-C.

A. Comparison to Conventional Hybrid Architectures

DMA-based receivers, as follows from our model in
Subsection II-A, implement a type of hybrid beamforming.
In particular, the received signal undergoes some analog
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TABLE I

COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY IN TERMS OF REAL-VALUED MULTIPLICATIONS FOR DIFFERENT OPERATIONS

processing which reduces its dimensionality prior to being
converted into a digital representation. Such hybrid archi-
tectures are commonly used in the massive MIMO litera-
ture, often as method to reduce the number of RF chains
[10]–[12] but also to facilitate recovery under bit constraints
[13]. Despite their similarities, there are several fundamental
differences between DMAs and traditional hybrid receivers,
both in terms of savings in cost and hardware as well as in
terms of additional signal processing capabilities. In particular,
conventional hybrid receivers utilize an additional dedicated
hardware to implement the analog combining, typically con-
sisting of phase shifter networks, i.e., an interconnection of
phase shifters and adders. One of the benefits of using DMAs
over conventional hybrid architectures, also noted in [28],
is that the controllable power-efficient analog combining in
DMAs is a natural byproduct of the antenna structure, and
does not require additional dedicated hardware. The enhanced
signal processing capabilities stem from the fact that conven-
tional hybrid systems, such as phase shifter networks, are
typically frequency flat, namely, the same analog mapping
is implemented for all the spectral components of the input
signal [12]. The inherent adjustable frequency selectivity of
the DMA elements implies that they can be tuned to apply
a frequency varying analog combining, which corresponds to
one of the three profiles discussed in the previous subsection.
This property is expected to improve the performance in wide-
band frequency selective setups, as numerically demonstrated
in Section V.

B. Computational Complexity
Next, we provide a quantitative assessment of the com-

putational complexity associated with tuning the proposed
DMA-based receiver. The dynamic configurability of DMAs
allows the receiver to adapt its analog mapping when the chan-
nel conditions change, e.g., as in block fading environments.
The following analysis characterizes the complexity of the
proposed algorithms configuring the DMA to a given channel.

In each iteration, MFP involves the computation of the
auxiliary matrices {Φm}m∈M, vectors {ξm}m∈M, matrices
{Ψm}m∈M and dynamic range γ2. We present the compu-
tational complexity of the above matrices in terms of the
number of multiplication operations in Table I. We only elab-
orate the complexity analysis of the computation of auxiliary
matrices {Φm}m∈M here, and the complexity in computing

the remaining quantities can be obtained in a similar way.
Specifically, the computation of

(
σ2

qINd
+ QmΥmQH

m

)−1

requires 8N2
dN2

e + 2
3Nd

(
N2

d − 1
)

real-valued multiplications,
due to the complexity of forming QmΥmQH

m and computing
the Cholesky factorization. In addition, the computation of
the matrix multiplication

(
σ2

qINd
+ QmΥmQH

m

)−1
QmĜm

requires 4N2
dK+4NdNeK such operations. The setting of the

dynamic range γ2 also requires Nd − 1 comparisons, and the
grid search in the configuration of frequency-selective weight
requires 6N (N + 1)+4N (|X | |F| − 1) (2N + 3) multiplica-
tions and N(|X | |F| − 1) comparisons.

Finally, we note that the DMA configuration involves
solving a relaxed convex optimization problem using the
above multivariate quantities. In particular, tackling (19) for
configuring frequency flat amplitude-only weights and (23)
for frequency selective weights involve solving quadratic
programming problems, whose complexity is in the order
of O(N2k) using conjugate gradient method, where k
denotes the iteration number in implementing the conjugate
gradient method. While this term dominates the com-
plexity for the frequency flat case, the grid search car-
ried out Algorithm 2 requires complexity of the order of
O(N2|F||X |), which is typically the dominant computational
burden term. The problem (22), treated when optimizing fre-
quency flat Lorentzian-constrained weights, requires solving
a semidefinite programming problem, whose complexity is in
the order of O(N4.5 log(1/ε)) [47], where ε denotes a given
solution accuracy. We thus conclude that the computational
complexity associated with the proposed algorithms for tuning
DMAs to facilitate the operation of bit-constrained receivers
is dominated by terms which grow with N2 and N4.5

when configuring frequency flat weights via Algorithm 1
under amplitude-only and Lorentzian-constrained restrictions,
respectively, while the complexity of tuning frequency selec-
tive weights via Algorithm 2 grows with N2 |X | |F|. This
implies that the complexity of Algorithm 2 can be balanced by
limiting the cardinality of search grids, at the cost of possibly
degrading the signal recovery accuracy of the resulting DMA
configuration.

C. Future Extensions
The proposed methods are based on task-based quantization

framework, exploiting the block diagonal structure of Q̄ to
formulate a set of optimization problems which can be solved
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in a alternating fashion. This structure of Q̄ stems from the
DMA structure, which consists of several microstrips each
feeding a different ADC. As the DMA operation is modeled
as a form of analog beamforming, the proposed approach
can also be utilized for conventional hybrid receivers in
which the analog combiner exhibits a block diagonal structure,
i.e., partially connected phase shifter networks [10], [34].
In these conventional architectures, the filter H(ρ), modeling
the propagation inside the microstrips, is replaced with the
identity matrix. Consequently, Algorithm 1, which is dedicated
to frequency flat elements, can also be applied to design
conventional partially connected frequency-invariant hybrid
receivers by following a task-based quantization framework.
Furthermore, the resulting model for DMAs used for trans-
mission is similar to that used for reception here [29], [31].
We thus expect our proposed methods to facilitate the design of
downlink DMA-assisted systems, and leave the detailed study
of this application for future work.

The spectral profile of the DMA elements is exploited in
Algorithm 2 to achieve various types of frequency selective
analog combining. In particular, the Lorentzian form (3) allows
to set each element to approach a controllable bandpass filter
or an approximately spectrally-linear gain. While these profiles
accommodate a broad family of spectral shapes, more complex
profiles, such as multi-modal frequency responses, may not be
closely approximated by DMAs. Furthermore, in Algorithm 2
we allowed to set the resonance frequencies {ΩR

i,l} and the
damping factors {χi,l} to take values in some predefined
discrete sets F and X . Setting the elements to have a large

quality factor
ΩR

i,l

χi,l may be difficult in practice, and this ratio
is commonly restricted to be in the order of several tens [37].
These additional considerations can also be accounted for
in the optimization of the frequency response parameters
of the elements by setting the sets over which the search
is conducted to account for these constraints. We leave the
detailed analytical study of the effect of these considerations
for future research.

The algorithms detailed in Section III provide methods for
configuring the DMA weights along with the dynamic range
of the ADCs and the digital processing to accurately recover
OFDM signals, facilitating the demodulation by the BS. This
procedure requires the receiver to know the multipath channel
G[τ ], the noise covariance CW , and the DMA frequency
selectivity profile H(ρ). While the latter can be obtained from
the physics of the metasurface, the channel parameters must
be estimated, which may be a challenging task in the presence
of quantized channel outputs [13], [38], [48]. When channel
estimation is carried out in a time division duplexing manner,
the dynamic nature of DMAs can be exploited to assign
different configurations during channel estimation and signal
recovery. However, we leave this study for future investigation.

V. NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS

In this section, we numerically evaluate the performance
of bit-constrained MIMO-OFDM receivers in which the BS
is equipped with a DMA configured using the scheme pro-
posed in Section III. We first detail the simulation setup in

Subsection V-A, after which we present the numerical results
in Subsection V-B.

A. Parameter Setup
We consider a single-cell uplink MU-MIMO setup in which

a BS serves K = 8 users. The users simultaneously trans-
mit OFDM signals with central frequency fc = 1.9 GHz
and bandwidth 40 MHz, which comprises M = 128 sub-
carriers. The data symbols are independently drawn from
a QPSK constellation unless otherwise specified. The BS
is equipped with a DMA consisting of a total N = 100
elements, divided into Nd = 10 microstrips with Ne = 10
elements in each. The frequency domain characterization of
the propagation inside the microstrip, denoted as hi,l(ρ),
is set as hi,l(ρ) = e−αl−jβ(ω)l for i ∈ Ne, where α =
0.006 [m−1] and β(ρ) = 1.592 · ρ [m−1]. This setting
represents microstrips with 50 ohm characteristic impedance
made of Duroid 5880 operating at 1.9 GHz with element
spacing of 0.2 wavelength (assuming free space wavelength)
without mutual correlation between different microstrips
[49, Ch. 3.8].

The wireless channel is generated based on the delay-d
model [50]. Under this model, the channel between the user
k and the BS is expressed by gk,d =

∑Lk

s=1 βk,sp(dTS −
τk,s)a(θk,s, ϕk,s), where Lk denotes the number of channel
paths, which is set to 10 for all k ∈ K; βk,s denotes the
path gain of the path s for the user k, which are i.i.d.
zero-mean complex Gaussian variables of unit variance; τk,s

θk,s and ϕk,s denote the path delay, the azimuth and elevation
angles of arrival of the path s for the user k, respectively;
a(θk,s,ϕk,s) denotes the received steering vector, which is
generated as the steering vector of a Nd × Ne uniform
planar array; Ts denotes the symbol period; p(τ) denote
the combination of transmit and receive filters, which is
simulated as the raised-cosine filter with roll-off factor one.
The quantities θk,s and ϕk,s are generated as random variables
uniformly distributed over [−π, π] and [−π

2 , π
2 ], respectively,

while τk,s is normalized to Ts and is generated from a
discrete uniform distribution over the interval [0, D − 1],
where D denotes the length of cyclic prefix. We transform the
channel in the time domain gk,d into the frequency domain via
gk,m =

∑D−1
d=0 gk,de

− j2πmd
M , and the channel matrix in (6)

is obtained by Gm = [g1,m,g2,m, · · · ,gK,m]. In addition,
the noise covariance CW is set to be CW = σ2

zIN , where
σ2

z > 0. While in principle the noise is likely to exhibit
spatial correlation due to the sub-wavelength spacing of the
elements, we consider conventional white Gaussian noise as
commonly assumed in wireless receivers studies, while the
spatial correlation is encapsulated in the channel coefficients.
The instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as�

m∈M �Gmsm�2

MNσ2
z

.
In our simulations, we consider a bit-constrained BSs with

a budget of overall Boverall bits, divided equally among
the ADCs such that each ADC operates with a resolution
of b = �2Boverall/(2·Nd)� output levels. For the task-based
quantizers, we set η = 2. Unless stated otherwise, we carry out
itermax = 20 iterations when implementing Algorithms 1-2,
while our numerical observation reported in the sequel shows
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that convergence is typically observed after 15 iterations.
The output of the ADCs is processed using the digital filter
given by (12). We evaluate the uncoded bit error rate (BER)
and MSE performance via Monte Carlo simulations over
100 independent channel realizations, where in each channel
realization 100 MIMO-OFDM symbols are transmitted.

B. Simulation Results
We begin by presenting the convergence of our pro-

posed MFP-based algorithms for tunning the DMA weights
(Algorithm 1 for frequency flat weight and Algorithm 2 for
frequency selective weight). The motivation for comparing the
narrowband setting of Algorithm 1 to the frequency selective
configuration of Algorithm 2 is to empirically demonstrate
the gains in accounting for the frequency selective nature of
metamaterial elements over restricting them to operate in a
frequency flat manner. To that aim, we numerically evaluated
the uncoded BER and MSE versus the iteration number under
Boverall = 80 bits in Fig. 6. As observed in Fig. 6, in all
cases, the values of BER and MSE reduce sharply in the
first few iterations and then remain stable with only minor
fluctuations. After about 10 iterations, only minor decrease
in BER and MSE is observed, and numerical stability can
be regarded to be reached. From Fig. 6, we also notice that
exploiting the frequency selective nature of the DMA elements
allows achieving improved performance, especially under high
SNR. These results indicate that while Algorithm 2 is based
on heuristic arguments, it effectively extracts the potential
performance gain of proper configuration of the dynamic
frequency selective profile of DMAs.

We subsequently evaluate the signal recovery performance
of the proposed receiver architecture versus the SNR in the
range of [−4, 16] dB under Boverall = 80 bits and depict
the results in Fig. 7. In such, conventional conventional
digital-only processing cannot be applied, and accurate
symbol recovery is a challenging task, hence the relatively
high BER values observed in Fig. 7a. As the measure
evaluated is the uncoded BER, the error rate can be further
reduced by using channel coding, as we show in the sequel.
We compare the performance of our proposed DMA-based
receivers to that achieved using frequency-flat DMA receivers
designed using the greedy method proposed in our preliminary
work [51], and to that of a partially-connected phase shifter
network based hybrid receiver designed using the analog
beamformer selection (ABFS) method proposed in [34].

Observing Fig. 7, we first note that accounting for the
frequency selectivity of the weights allows achieving more
accurate recovery compared to restricting the weights to
be frequency flat. This indicates the improved reliability
of configuring DMA weight with frequency selective pro-
file and the effectiveness of the proposed strategy. Com-
paring the performance of two types of frequency flat
weights, slight performance gain can be observed when using
Lorentzian-constrained weights compared with amplitude-only
weights. However, solving the SDR problem when configuring
Lorentzian-constrained weights requires more computationally
complexity than solving linearly constrained quadratic prob-
lem when configuring amplitude-only weights. Furthermore,

Fig. 6. Signal recovery performance versus iteration number under
Boverall = 80 bits and SNR = 2 dB and 10 dB.

the proposed MFP-based strategies apparently outperform
greedy based strategies, showing the benefits of our proposed
DMA configuration strategy based on task-based quantization
and MFP framework. We then compare the performance of
the proposed DMA-based hybrid receiver with the conven-
tional partially-connected phase shifter network based hybrid
receiver [34]. The phase shifter based receiver slightly outper-
forms the DMA based receiver in lower SNR region, which
can be attributed to the frequency selective propagation in
each microstrip, which induces a negative impact on the signal
recovery capabilities. In higher SNR regions, the phase-shifter
based architecture meets an error floor, and is outperformed by
our proposed DMA receivers, whose performance continues
decreasing as the SNR grows. These performance gains add
to the fact that conventional hybrid receivers require addi-
tional dedicated analog combining circuitry, while DMA-based
receivers implement their analog mapping as a natural byprod-
uct of their antenna architecture, thus saving hardware cost
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Fig. 7. Uncoded BER and MSE versus SNR under Boverall = 80 bits.

and size, as well as facilitating hardware miniaturization and
integration of large-scale antenna arrays. The performance
gains observed in high SNRs stem form their resulting model,
which is not restricted to be frequency flat and to tune
only the phases of the elements, as well as the task-based
quantization tools used in our methods. While we believe that
a similar analysis can improve the achievable performance of
conventional hybrid receivers with bit constraints, we leave its
analysis for future investigation.

We next demonstrate that the uncoded BER values observed
in Fig. 7a, which are relatively high due to the tight bit budget,
are translated into improved coded BER in the presence of
channel coding. To that aim, we repeat the simulation study
whose uncoded BER results are depicted in Fig. 7a, while
adding a rate 1/3 turbo code. Furthermore, to illustrate that
the gains observed in Fig. 7 are maintained for modulations
of higher order than QPSK, we also compute the coded BER
when using 16QAM modulation. As higher order modulations
typically require less noisy observations to be accurately
detected compared to lower order ones, we increase the

Fig. 8. Coded BER and MSE versus SNR.

number of bits to Boverall = 200 and the number of RF chains
to Nd = 25 while setting Ne = 4 to preserve the overall
number of N = 100 elements. The coded BER results are
depicted in Fig. 8, where it is observed that the MSE and
uncoded BER gains achieved by the proposed DMA-aided
receiver design noted in Fig. 7 are translated into similar gains
of improved error rates when using channel coding, combined
with both QPSK as well as 16QAM modulations.

Finally, we evaluate how the signal recovery performance
of the DMAs-based receiver scales with respect to Boverall,
providing guidance to budget in quantization bits in practical
systems. To that aim, we depict in Figs. 9a and 9b the
uncoded BER of the proposed receiver versus Boverall ∈
[40, 120] under signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of 2 dB and
10 dB, respectively. Observing Fig. 9, we note that the MSE
and uncoded BER gains of the proposed designs, observed
in Fig. 7 for receivers operating utilizing 80 bits for repre-
senting their channel output, hold for all considered values
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Fig. 9. Uncoded BER versus Boverall under SNR = 2 dB and 10 dB.

of Boverall. For Boverall ≤ 80 bits, the MSE and uncoded
BER both reduce sharply as the overall bit budget Boverall

increases. However for Boverall > 80 bits, increasing Boverall

only results in negligible performance gain, indicating that
the proposed design effectively mitigates the distortion due
to coarse quantization and the error term due to the noise
induced by the channel in that Boverall region. Therefore,
for the considered setup Boverall = 80 bits achieves a good
balance between the hardware cost and power consumption
induced by overall quantization bits and the signal recovery
performance.

To summarize, DMAs typically use less power and cost
less than standard antenna arrays to implement a configurable
frequency selective hybrid architecture. The results presented
in this section demonstrate that by using our proposed
methods, one can implement a reliable DMA-based receiver
which is particularly suitable for bit-constrained MU-MIMO-
OFDM setups, achieving notable performance gains using
previously proposed methods.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work we studied the application of DMAs, which
realize low cost and power efficient configurable antenna
arrays, for bit-constrained MU-MIMO-OFDM systems. We
formulated a model for the coarsely quantized DMA outputs
which accounts for the adaptable frequency selective profile
of the metamaterial elements, and characterized the achiev-
able OFDM recovery accuracy for a given DMA configura-
tion based on the task-based quatization framework. Next,
we translated the joint design of the DMA weights and the
digital filter into quadratic form based on the matrix fractional
programming and eliminating the constraints imposed by the
structure of the DMA weight matrix for tractability. Finally,
we proposed alternating algorithms for DMAs configuration
considering different types of DMA weights. Our numerical
results demonstrate that by properly exploiting the frequency
selective nature of DMAs, OFDM symbol detection is signif-
icantly facilitated when operating under strict bit constraints.
We also demonstrated how the proposed method, which uti-
lizes task-based quantization to determine the pre-quantization
combining carried out in the DMA along with the dynamic
range of the ADCs and the digital processing, can be utilized
to design frequency flat hybrid receivers, such as conventional
phase shifter networks, achieving improved performance com-
pared to previously proposed hybrid architectures.

APPENDIX

A. Proof of Lemma 1

From the mathematical model of the DMA output (8),
we have that

E
{
z[t]zH [t]

}
=

(
(FM )H

:,t ⊗ INd

)
Q̄ ·E{

ḠḠH + H̄ (IM ⊗ CW ) H̄H
}

· Q̄H
(
(FM ):,t ⊗ INd

)
=

∑
m∈M

|((FM ):,t)m|2Qm

(
ĜmĜH

m + HmCWHH
m

)
QH

m

=
1
M

∑
m∈M

QmΥmQH
m.

The above expression indicates that the covariance of z[t]
is invariant to the time index t, and thus the maximization
over t in (11) can be removed. Hence, E{|(z[t])i|2} =(
E

{
z[t]zH [t]

})
i,i

= 1
M

∑
m∈M (Qm)i,: Υm

(
QH

m

)
:,i

=
1
M

∑
m∈M qH

m,iE
H
i ΥmEiqm,i, which completes the proof.

B. Proof of Lemma 2

To prove the lemma, we recall that with the assumption of
dithered quantization, the ADC output R = QC (Z) can be
written as the sum of its input Z = V1Q̄Ȳ and an additive
uncorrelated noise nq with zero mean and covariance matrix
σ2

qINdM and that E{�S− Ŝ�2} = eo + E{�Ŝ− S̃�2}. Thus,
the optimal digital filter is derived to minimize E{�Ŝ− S̃�2},
which results in the linear MMSE estimator of S̃ from R =
Z + nq. Note that the asymptotic Gaussianity of OFDM
signals [52] implies that the MMSE estimate of S from Ȳ
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is linear and is given by S̃ = E{SȲH}E{ȲȲH}−1Ȳ,
when the number of subcarriers M is asymptotically
large. Then the optimal digital filter and its corresponding
MSE are given by A∗(Q̄) = E{S̃RH}E{RRH}−1 =
VH

2 ḠHQ̄H
(
σ2

qIMNd
+Q̄ῩQ̄H

)−1
VH

1 , and EMSE(Q̄) =
tr

(
E{S̃S̃H} − E{S̃RH}E{RRH}−1E{RS̃H}), resulting

in EMSE(Q̄) = tr
{
ḠHῩ−1Ḡ − ḠHQ̄H

(
σ2

qINdM +
Q̄ῩQ̄H

)−1
Q̄Ḡ

}
, which proves (12).

C. Proof of Proposition 2

It follows directly from the block diagonal structure
of QH

m = blkdiag(qm,1,qm,2, · · · ,qm,Nd
) =

[E1qm,1,E2qm,2, · · · ,ENd
qm,Nd

] that vec (QH
m) =

blkdiag(E1qm,1,E2qm,2, · · · ,ENd
qm,Nd

) = Ēq̄m. We
next reformulate the linear and quadratic terms in (14) with
respect to q̄m, noting that

tr
{



(
ĜH

mQH
mΦm

)}
=

K∑
k=1


(
ĝH

m,kQ
H
mφm,k

)
(a)
= 


{
K∑

k=1

(
φT

m,k ⊗ ĝH
m,k

)
vec

(
QH

m

)}
,

(C.1)

where (a) follows the matrix vectorization rule for linear
forms, vec(AXB) = (BT ⊗ A) vec (X). Similarly,

we have tr
{
ΦH

mQmΥmQH
mΦm

}
vec

(
QH

m

)H
(
Φ∗

mΦT
m⊗Υm

)
vec

(
QH

m

)
which follows from the formula (A⊗B)(C⊗D) =

AC ⊗ BD and since φH
m,kQm = vec

(
QH

mφm,k

)H ={(
φT

m,k ⊗ IN

)
vec

(
QH

m

)}H

= vec
(
QH

m

)H (
φ∗

m,k ⊗ IN

)
and ΥmQH

mφm,k = vec
(
ΥmQH

mφm,k

)
=(

φT
m,k ⊗ Υm

)
vec

(
QH

m

)
. Substituting this along with

(C.1) into (14) yields (17).
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